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10 Weapons The World's Top 10 Weapons The Winchester Model 93
rifles are manufactured in five calibers --.25-30,.30-30,.308

Winchester,.30-06, and.243 Winchester. The rifle is in the United States
Military's "Industrial Use" category and is not usually found on the
civilian market. The CCIB/Thompson Center/CO2 is a gas-operated

carbine chambered for.308 Winchester. It is a tactical utility weapon
available in many configurations. The rifle is found on the tactical

market but also in a law enforcement version and one for competition.
This is the variant of the "designer" tactical rifle. It is a semi-automatic
modification of the AR-15 platform rifle that offers an over-under buffer
tube mounted over the barrel which restrains recoil, reducing muzzle

climb. Its other main difference from a standard AR-15 is the adjustable
gas system. It was developed by and for U.S. Navy SEALs for sniper
training and SRT work. It weighs approximately 10 pounds and was

designed for sustained fire with a 600-grain bullet at various ranges. It
was developed in 2007 by Advanced Armament Corporation (AAC) along

with Lockheed Martin. It is chambered for the 5.56 NATO round and is
available in a 16.5-inch or 18-inch barrel. It is a new style rifle in the
Sturmgewehr series. It was designed to compete with the smaller M4

carbines in the civilian market. The carbine is similar in construction to a
conventional gas-operated carbine, but instead of having a closed bolt,

the sliding design of the rifle allows the bolt and barrel to
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